The belt sets of the VTERE FELIX type that were characteristic of the letter-shaped fittings of the mentioned message were in use during the second half of the II and first half of III century. Soldiers, who are considered to be the primary group that wore such belts, believed that such a message would bring them luck and protect them from the many perils of their profession. The numerous finds of fittings of this not so common type of belt sets that were excavated on the Viminacium site, contribute to the already existing theory that their territory of origin is the area of the Danubian provinces.
D uring the II century AD, sets with lettershaped fittings with the message VTERE FE-LIX (Use with luck!) came into use and they were applied to the leather belt by means of rivets. The purpose for such a message, undoubtedly, was that it brought luck to its user. That such a message was not only applied onto belt sets can be witnessed on fibulas, lead mirrors, rings, pottery ware, spoons etc. VTERE FELIX is not the only message that could be represented on the belt. S. Hoss has published a belt whose fittings are Greek letters that form the message MΝΗMΩΝ (Remember). 1 The same author has published two letters from Linz and Richmond and letter S from Oberstim, which clearly do not belong to the VTERE FELIX type sets. 2
In professional literature, this type of belt set is also known as the Lyon type. This name was chosen because of the first recorded find of this kind that was unearthed in Lyon in 1950. In addition to the belt set, a sword with a scabbard and a balteus was found together with a knee fibula and 13 coins, of which the most recent one was minted in 194. P. Wuilleumier linked this soldier's grave to the battle near Lyon fought between Septimius Severus and Clodius Albinus in 197. At the same time, this author concluded that it was the formula VTERE FELIX, but he misinterpreted the letter V as the ligature AЕ. 3 Later, G. Ulbert rotated the above-mentioned ligature AE for 180° degrees and interpreted it as the ligature VT. Furthermore, he determined that the metal fittings were applied to the cingulum and not to the balteus as it was believed until then. 4 The second important find of his type originates from the Bulgarian village Ljuben. A silver belt set was deposited in one of the two graves that were discovered during the research of the enclosed tumulus. Together with the belt set, medical instruments were found, which professionally qualifies the user as a military physician. A part of the grave inventory were also 9 coins of which the most recent one was in the honor of Diadumenian, which led D. Ovcarov to date the archaeological find to the period between 218 and 225. 5 Having published certain pieces of the VTERE FELIX sets from the Dacia area, and having had in mind the earlier publications of finds, L. Petculescu dates this type of belt to the period between the last quarter of the II and first half of the III century, and even to the period when the Romans abandoned Dacia. Also, this author notices a concentration of finds of this type on the territory of the Danubian limes. 6 The belt set found in the Varazdinske Toplice (Aquae Iasae) has been roughly dated by М. Galic and I. Radman-Livaja to the period between the last quarter of the II and the mid-III century, and the very context of the finds, with some necessary reserve, is interpreted as a votive gift to the thermal baths that were, at the same time, regarded as a shrine. Analogies for such an assumption can be found in the shrine Sulis Minerve (Great Britain), built adjacent to the thermal spring, where numerous votive gifts were found of different character. 7 In Sisak, two more fittings of this type were excavated, as well as two fragments of two-piece belt strap-ends that are very similar by their shape to the items found in Varazdinske Toplice. 8 Apart from these almost complete sets (except for the Lyon type, each of the sets mentioned above is missing some piece), individual fittings that were originally part of the belt set of this type were found on several locations, mainly in the Danubian provinces of the Roman Empire. S.Hoss made a retrospective of this type of find by publishing the above-mentioned sets from Lyon and Ljuben, as well as the individual finds of fittings of which should be mentioned: 4 from Germany (of which three were found in Eining), one from Croatia, 19 from Austria (12 from Carnuntum), 17 from Romania, one from Slovenia, 7 from Slovakia (all from the museum in Komárno), one from Hungary and one from Syria. 9 In the map presented below, the locations of the Danubian provinces are given, where parts of the VTERE FELIX belt sets were found. 10 On the territory of Viminacium, in total 26 pieces of belt sets have been found so far. Of the number of finds that are presented below, only 3 items originate from layer, while the rest were found inside some of the 8 grave ensembles.
1. a-h. Belt-fittings, as well as two fragmented belt strap-ends, all made of silver. Found on the site "Više Grobalja" in the grave G1-1570 of the type Mala Kopašnica-Sase I. 2. a-d. Belt-fittings, fragmented belt buckle and fragmented belt strap-end made of a copper alloy. Found on the site of "Više Grobalja" in grave G1-1622 of the type Mala Kopašnica-Sase II together with Marcus Aurelius' coin. 3. a-b. Belt-fittings made of a copper alloy. Found on the site "Pećine" in grave G1-291 of the type of Mala Kopašnica-Sase II. 4. Fragmented belt buckle made of a copper alloy.
Found on the site "Više Grobalja" in the damaged grave G1-716 together with a pottery dish dating from the II century (see footnote 33). 5. a-c. Belt-fittings made of a copper alloy. Found on site "Više Grobalja" in the damaged grave G1-695 together with coin featuring Commodus as Caesar, minted in 179 (see footnote 33). 6. Belt-fitting made of a copper alloy. Found on location "Pećine" in the sonda layer 38 at the the depth of 0,8m. 7. Belt-fitting made of a copper alloy. Found on the site "Pećine" in the sonda layer 113 at the depth of 0,7m. 8. Belt-fitting made of a copper alloy. Found on site "Pećine" in a damaged grave G1-622 together with two coins, which due to significant damage can be only roughly dated to the II century. 9. Belt-fitting made of a copper alloy. Found on the site "Kod Koraba" in grave G1-64 of the type Mala Kopašnica-Sase II. 10. Belt-fitting made of a copper alloy. Found on the site "Pećine" in grave G1-900 of the type Mala Kopašnica-Sase I. 11. Belt-fitting made of a copper alloy. Surface find from the site "Amphitheater". 12. a-b. Fragmented belt-fitting as well as a belt strap-end made of a copper alloy. Found on the site "Pećine" in grave G1-490 of the type Mala Kopašnica-Sase II. The mentioned set pieces from Viminacium have certain similarities regarding ornamentation to the fittings found throughout the Roman Empire. A fitting in the shape of the letter V (No. 1a, 2b and 6) is positioned opposite the belt buckle. The mentioned letter on the left side has a vertically profiled plate to which it was joined by two horizontal bars. There are several cases where there is a third bar in the middle section. 11 Our item No. 1b is very similar to the fitting from Carnuntum, 12 while for fitting No. 6 analogies can be found in the item from Hungary. 13 The missing letter T in the Lyon set, as well as the ornament that is the finishing of the right leg of the letter V was later found, 14 led to the fact that the fitting was determined as the ligature VT. The letter T was later found several times (as a piece of the set or as individual items). M.Galić and I. Radman-Livaja are of the opinion that there was a letter T originally in the Lyon set, but later it was lost, which led them to the conclusion that ligatures were not used in the VTERE FELIX type belt sets at all. 15 This opinion was refuted by the finding of the ligature of letters TE (No. 1b) in Viminacium and with which there are, to my knowledge, no analogies. This fitting (together with items 1a-h it is an ensemble) is unique for its shape as well as for its only known evident use of ligature so far. Fittings in the shape of the letter R (No. 1c and 11 have the usual shape, apart from the curve on the oblique leg of item 1c. This detail has partial analogies with the fitting fom Sisak 16 (in other elements these two fittings differ significantlу). In our collection there are nine fittings in the shape оf letter E 17 (No.1d, 1f, 2c, 3b, 5c, 7, 8, 9 and 12b ) (if we exempt the ligature TE), which is understandable, judging by the fact that it is present three times in the formula VTERE FELIX. Fitting 2c, which in the base
Fig. 1. Dispersion map of the VTERE FELIX Belt Set
Сл. 1. Карта распрострањености појасне гарнитуре VTERE FELIX 11 Hoss 2006, 241, Abb.3, 26, 37, 38, 43, 51, 52; 242, Abb.4, 72, 80. 12 Hoss 2006 , 241, Abb.3, 48. 13 Bullinger 1972 , 280, Abb.2f. 14 Bishop, Coulston 2006 , 160, fig.101. 15 Galić, Radman-Livaja 2006 , 170. 16 Radman-Livaja 2004 due to the degree of damage can only, with reserve, be interpreted as the letter E, because it can also be the letter F. has a loop for fastening, should be singled out from the mentioned items. The analogies for such an appendage can be found among the items from camp Micia, 18 in the museum in Komárno, 19 the item from Brigetio, 20 as well as in the sets from Varazdinske Toplice. 21 Fragmented item 5c may have had an identical appendage. Fittings in the shape of the letter F (No. 1e, 3a and 5a) have in their base another third somewhat shorter leg with an upward curve, and they have analogies only in the sets from Varazdinske Toplice. 22 Both belt buckles that were found in Viminacium (No.2a and 4) are greatly damaged. On the left side of the belt buckle 4 the letter X was modeled, which was joined with the mentioned buckle by the ends of its legs, as well as by a horizontal bar in the middle section, which was not a mandatory detail in the ornamentation of this piece of the VTERE FELIX type of belt sets. Similar belt buckles to this one have been found on the locations of Eining and Carnuntum. 23 As for the ending of the leather strap of these belt sets, the general opinion is, that at the top it was cut open lengthwise, by means of which two single straps were formed. The tops of these straps were ornamented with one belt strap-end each. On the site of Viminacium, 4 two-piece joint belt strap-ends (No.1g, 1h, 2d and 12a) were found in 3 graves together with the previously mentioned fittings. In all the cases, it is a question of two identical parts that are joined by a hinge. Items 2d and 12a are ornamented with horn-like motifs and are almost identical to the items from Varazdinske Toplice 24 and Sisak. 25 Fragmented tongues 1g and 1h are characterized by fanlike widened ends that are similar to the items found in Dura Europos, 26 Regensburg and Carnuntum. 27 Based on the grave in Lyon, in which the VTERE FELIX type belt set was found together with weapons, this type of find was attributed to being a part of military equipment, more precisely a military belt cingulum. The above-mentioned find of the belt set in the soldier's grave in Ljuben, L. Petculescu considers as proof that the deceased was a medical physician by profession. 28 In relation to this opinion, we remember the fact that a tip of a spear 29 was found in the grave as well, which further supports this theory. The potential doubt that it was a soldier's belt, which could arise from the fact that it was discovered in Varazdinske Toplice (Aquae Iasae), can be averted by the discovery of several votive inscriptions devoted by soldiers from the legion XIII Gemina and XIV Gemina. For the above-mentioned reasons, L. Petculescu's opinion that VTERE FELIX belt sets were worn primarily by soldiers from the Danubian provinces in the Empire, should be supported. 30 Therefore, the finds discovered outside of these areas, and those are as far as I know from the available literature the Lyon set and the fitting in the shape of the letter V from Dura Europos, 31 should be interpreted as vexilations of military units stationed in the area of the Danubian limes.
As far as dating the VTERE FELIX belt sets, one should remember the two above-mentioned finds that originate from enclosed ensembles: the Lyon set that dates from the end of the II and beginning of III century, and the find from Ljuben that dates from the end of the first quarter of III century. The chronology of use for this kind of object, which is accepted by most researchers, ranges from the period of the mid-II to the mid-III century. Here, one should remember the above-mentioned opinion of L. Petculescu, who places this set type in the period of the last quarter of II to the mid-III century, and even as far as the 70s of the III century. 32 In relation to the finds of this kind that originate from Viminacium, it should be said that all apart from No. 6, 7 and 11 originate from the graves. What immediately stands out is the fact that these are exclusively graves of cremated soldiers. Cremation as a form of burial in Viminacium was generally abandoned by the mid-III century, which indirectly refutes L.Petculescu's belief that these sets were worn even after this period. This is further supported by the findings of coins in the grave together with set pieces (No 2a-d), and because of the damage they can be roughly dated to the period of Marcus Aurelius' rule. The fittings (5a-c) found in the grave together with the coins minted in 179 in the honor of Commodus as Caesar are dated similarly. 33 Buckle No. 4 was found in the 18 Petculescu 1991 , 392, fig.74.1,2. 19 Bullinger 1972 , 281,fig.3a. 20 Tóth 1981 Abb.2. 21 Galić, Radman-Livaja 2006 , 166-169. 22 Galić, Radman-Livaja 2006 , 166-167, Illustrations 1 and 2. 23 Hoss 2006 , 241, Abb.3, 22, 42. 24 Galić, Radman-Livaja 2006 , 166-167, Illustrations 1 and 2. 25 Radman-Livaja 2004 , 95, cat. 288-289. 26 James 2004 , 83-85, Fig.39, 135-138. 27 Fischer 1988 186, Abb.10, 14-15. 28 Petculescu 1991 , 393. 29 Ovčarov 1979 , 37-37. 30 Petculescu 1991 , 393. 31 James 2004 , 79, Fig.38, 78. 32 Petculescu 1991 It concerns a damaged grave number G1-695 which was discovered in the sonda 101 of site "Više Grobalja". In the same part of the mentioned sonda, another damaged grave G1-716 was found in which there was a fragmented buckle No. 15. Due to the damage to both graves and their proximity to each other, as well as for the fact that the unearthed finds can be attributed to the same type of rare belt set, it is my belief that in this case it is a grave that was damaged by more recent burials and misinterpreted as two separate graves, and that finds No 4 and 5a-c are actually pieces of one set.
grave together with a pottery dish that can be dated to the II century. Fitting No. 8 was found in the grave with two coins that were so damaged they could only roughly be dated to the II century. Based on the dating of the materials from Viminacium, and having in mind the other above-mentioned finds of this type, it is my belief that VTERE FELIX belt sets should be attributed to the period of the mid-II to the mid-III century. If we notice the period when the VTERE FELIX belt sets stopped being in use, what stands out is the fact that this slogan very soon started appearing on another type of finds. In relation to this, the work of E. Tóth should be mentioned, who published 4 cross-like fibulas on whose arches the sentence VTERE FELIX was inscribed, of which the author attributes three items to type I that is dated to the period from 290 to 320 according to E. Keller's typology. 34 This piece of data testifies about the continuity in the use of this slogan, as well as to its importance for the Romans.
The finds of belt sets of this type that were discovered in the necropolises of Viminacium have further supported the opinion of earlier researchers regarding the dating of these sets, and they have reinforced the theory that their area of origin should be regarded as the area of the Danubian provinces. Here, we should look back at the ligature of the letters TE (No. 1b) that restores the belief of their use in the VTERE FELIX belt sets, which has been discarded by some authors. 
